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The Mirror Protocol is an ecosystem of tokens 
that rewards participants with various volume 
based incentives.
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Automated Diversification

The Mirror Protocol is an innovative ecosystem of tokens that reward token participants for their 
possession of the token. This reward is predominantly given based on the volume of the token on 
a distributed ledger. This volume based rewards strategy allows individual token participants in 
possession of the token to benefit via a 4% fee on each transaction.

While tokens only reward a single token, participants can choose to participate in the broader to-
ken ecosystem by staking their tokens. This function will allow tokens to participate in the rewards 
from the 1% rewards fee collected on each token transaction. This means that users can receive 
MP staking rewards in every token that participates regardless of the token that they choose to 
stake.

The Mirror Protocol ecosystem is designed to create an automated diversification infrastructure 
for both participants and the company. The health of the platform is directly correlated to its 
ability to fund development as well as maintain operations. Therefore, the platform includes an 
innovative reward treasury that allows the company to trade blue chip tokens and other digital 
properties via technical analysis, machine learning, artificial intelligence, and other means. More-
over, the collection of digital assets provides the liquidity necessary to allow the company to 
create liquidity based bridges across multiple blockchains.

The Mirror Protocol
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The Mirror Protocol functionally supports the liquidity injection 
protocol of $BBTF. This specifically means that volume within 
the mirrors will directly feed liquidity into the BBTF ecosystem. 
This function occurs via the 1% BBTF Liquidity fee that will add 
liquidity to the Block Busters Token. Additionally, each Mirror 
Token will reward participants with BBTF via the 1% BBTF re-
ward fee. This relationship is mutually advantageous as BBTF 
will rotate between the mirrors and reward holders of BBTF with 
open market purchases.

The Mirror Protocol both rewards and collects BEP20 pegged 
assets of various Layer 1, 2, and side chain projects. The col-
lection and aggregation of these assets creates an opportunity 
for the assets to be leveraged to utilize liquidity for cross chain 
interoperability. Cross-chain liquidity aggregators improve the 
user experience of decentralized exchanges by aggregating 
liquidity sources from various DEXs across chains and their own 
cross-chain pools.

$BBTF Ecosystem

Ecosystem Utility

The Mirror Protocol is a function of the larger Block 
Busters Tech ecosystem.

The Mirror Protocol exists to hasten the development of 
cross-chain liquidity aggregation.
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The individual tokens in the starting ecosystem do not constitute an exhaustive list of all tokens 
that will be included in The Mirror Protocol. Each token will have its own total supply. Additionally 
each token will adhere to the tokenomics and distribution for the ecosystem.

Team Tokens

Treasury

Liquidity Ops

Future Hires 10%

7%

14%

69%

BitcoinBinance

Tokenomics
The Mirror Protocol will initially launch 7 tokens with identical fee structures. The Fee Structure is 
as follows: 
Total Fee: 11%
1% BBTF Liquidity 1% BBTF Rewards  4% Blue Chip Rewards  (varies based on token) 
1% Liquidity Injection  1% Staking Rewards 1% Reward Treasury 2% Operations Wallet

Treasury Tokens are used to build value for each of 
the mirror token projects. 

Initial Token Distribution

Launch Mirror Tokens

This allocation allows the company to have available 
capital for human resource requirements.

Team tokens reward current team members and 
tokens are vested. 

Tokens require available liquidity for operations such 
as future seeding of liquidity, exchange listings, etc.

Ethereum

XRP Cardano ChainLink Polygon

Total Supply: 200,000,000 Total Supply: 21,000,000 Total Supply: 120,000,000

Total Supply: 100,000,000,000 Total Supply: 45,000,000,000 Total Supply: 1,000,000,000 Total Supply: 10,000,000,000
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MProtocol Team

The Team
The Mirror Protocol, LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Liquidity Injection Operation, LLC which 
is a wholly owned subsidiary of Block Busters Tech, Inc. Therefore the organizational structure of 
this team includes members of Each organization. All tokens within The Mirror Protocol are orga-
nized under the primary team.

The Mirror Protocol Team is crafted to ensure 
honesty, integrity, and transparency. each 
member provides a level of benefit to the proj-
ect as well as the community at large. 

The Mirror Protocol under the direction of 
Roland Arevalo will produce utilities and ad-
vantages that provide a unique advantage 
to its participants. Rolands experience in the 
Decentralized Finance space has provided him 
with both the knowledge of the technology as 
well as the community. Roland will leverage his 
experience to provide token participants with 
an intuitive user experience.

As a community focused Decentralized Finance 
Product, the mirror protocol will seek to edu-
cate and inform not only the community but 
also provide feedback to the team as a form of 
product research and development.

Community Manager

Community Moderator

Community Moderator

Managing Director

James McNeal

David Blair

Joshua Fox

Roland Arevalo



Disclaimer: The information provided on this white 
paper does not constitute investment advice, 
financial advice, trading advice, or any other sort 
of advice. Information is subject to change.

The Mirror Protocol, LLC

(866) 671-0796

Support@TheMirrorProtocol.com

2131 Woodruff Rd 2100 #379 Greenville, SC 29615

Contact Info


